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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 

� The testimony of Mr. Thomas, on behalf of the Citizens Utility Board and the 
Attorney General, that Ms. Abbott’s testimony about the importance of a 
“supportive” regulatory environment to a utility’s credit rating is too speculative to be 
of any importance, is wrong.  Rating agency personnel commonly make decisions 
about the “supportiveness” of a particular jurisdiction, and those decisions play a key 
role in influencing a particular rating. 

� The testimony of Mr. Thomas about the unimportance of the Commission’s recent 
decisions in the Ameren cases is also misguided.  That decision was seen as a major 
departure from what had been viewed as settled precedent and as such was viewed 
with concern by the investment community. 

� The testimony of Mr. Gorman, on behalf of the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers, 
that ComEd can maintain an investment grade rating with an authorized return on 
equity of 9.6% is far too optimistic.  A return at that level is likely to cause grave 
concern within the ratings agencies.   

� Mr. Gorman paints far too rosy a picture of the regulatory environment in Illinois and 
how it is perceived.  A big part of the improvement in that environment can be 
attributed to the recent positive ComEd rate decision, but that optimism has been 
tempered by the uncertainty created by the Ameren decisions.

� Mr. Gorman’s proposals for greater “ring-fencing” are ill advised and should not be 
adopted.
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I. Introduction and Purpose1

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2

A. My name is Steven M. Fetter.  I am President of Regulation UnFettered.  My 3

business address is 1489 W. Warm Springs Rd., Suite 110, Henderson, Nevada 4

89014.5

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 6

A. I am testifying on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or the 7

“Company”).   8

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?  9

A. I am President of Regulation UnFettered, a utility advisory firm I started in April 10

2002.  Prior to that, I was employed by Fitch, Inc. (“Fitch”), a credit rating agency 11

based in New York and London.  Prior to that, I served as Chairman of the 12

Michigan Public Service Commission (“Michigan PSC”).  13

Q. What is your educational background? 14

A. I graduated with high honors from the University of Michigan with an A.B. in 15

Communications in 1974.  I graduated from the University of Michigan Law 16

School with a J.D. in 1979.  17

Q. Please describe your service on the Michigan Public Service Commission. 18
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A. I was appointed as a Commissioner to the three-member Michigan PSC in 19

October 1987 by Democratic Governor James Blanchard.  In January 1991, I was 20

promoted to Chairman by incoming Republican Governor John Engler, who 21

reappointed me in July 1993.  During my tenure as Chairman, timeliness of 22

commission processes was a major focus and my colleagues and I achieved the 23

goal of eliminating the agency’s case backlog for the first time in 23 years.  24

Q. Please briefly describe your role as President of Regulation UnFettered. 25

A. I formed a utility advisory firm to use my financial, regulatory, legislative, and 26

legal expertise to aid the deliberations of regulators, legislative bodies, and the 27

courts, and to assist them in evaluating regulatory issues.  My clients include 28

investor-owned and municipal electric, natural gas and water utilities, state public 29

utility commissions and consumer advocates, non-utility energy suppliers, 30

international financial services and consulting firms, and investors.    31

Q. What was your role during your employment with Fitch? 32

A. I was Group Head and Managing Director of the Global Power Group within 33

Fitch.  In that role, I served as group manager of the combined 18-person New 34

York and Chicago utility team.  I was originally hired to interpret the impact of 35

regulatory and legislative developments on utility credit ratings, a responsibility I 36

continued to have throughout my tenure at the rating agency.  In April 2002, I left 37

Fitch to start Regulation UnFettered.38
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Q. How long were you employed by Fitch?  39

A. I was employed by Fitch from October 1993 until April 2002.  In addition, Fitch 40

retained me as a consultant for a period of approximately six months shortly after 41

I resigned.  42

Q. How does your experience relate to your testimony in this proceeding? 43

A. My experience as a Commissioner on the Michigan PSC and my subsequent 44

professional experience analyzing the U.S. electric and natural gas sectors – in 45

jurisdictions involved in restructuring activity as well as those still following a 46

traditional regulated path – have given me solid insight into the importance of a 47

regulator’s role in setting rates and also in determining appropriate terms and 48

conditions of service for regulated utilities.  These are among the factors that enter 49

into the process of utility credit analysis and formulation of individual company 50

credit ratings.  It is undeniable that a utility’s credit ratings significantly affect the 51

ability of a utility to raise capital on a timely basis and upon reasonable terms, and 52

that the regulator’s actions affect those ratings.  53

Q. Have you previously given testimony before regulatory and legislative 54

bodies?55

A. Since 1990, I have testified on numerous occasions before the U.S. Senate, the 56

U.S. House of Representatives, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 57

federal district and bankruptcy courts, and various state legislative, judicial, and 58
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regulatory bodies on the subjects of credit risk within the utility sector, electric 59

and natural gas utility restructuring, fuel and other energy cost adjustment 60

mechanisms, construction work in progress and other interim rate recovery 61

structures, utility securitization bonds, and nuclear energy.  I have previously 62

testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) on behalf of 63

Illinois Power Company d/b/a AmerenIP in Docket No. 05-0162; Nicor Gas 64

Company in Docket No. 08-0363; and Peoples Gas Light and Coke Co. / North 65

Shore Gas Co. in Docket Nos. 09-0167 & 09-0166.66

My full educational and professional background is presented in ComEd Exhibit 67

45.1.68

Q. Have you reviewed Susan Abbott’s Direct Testimony, ComEd Ex. 5.0? 69

A. Yes.  I understand there is some question whether Ms. Abbott may, for health reasons, 70

be able to attend the hearings and be cross-examined.  If she is not able to, I adopt her 71

testimony as my own. 72

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 73

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 74

A. For the reasons stated herein, I encourage the Commission to reject the aspects of 75

the direct testimony of the two Intervenor witnesses noted below:76

a) Mr. Christopher C. Thomas, testifying on behalf of the Citizens Utility 77

Board and the Illinois Attorney General, when he states: 78
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 1) that “Determining what constitutes a ‘supportive’ regulatory 79

decision is a very subjective standard” and should not be 80

considered in this case (at 6); 81

 2) that Ms. Susan Abbott’s testimony is “alarmist” and “so non-82

specific” as to have “no value” in this proceeding (at 6); and 83

 3) that, contrary to the view of Ms. Abbott, the recent Ameren rate 84

cases (Docket Nos. 09-0306-0311) are not relevant to this 85

proceeding (at 6-7); and 86

b) Mr. Michael P. Gorman, testifying on behalf of the Illinois Industrial 87

Energy Consumers, when he states: 88

 1) that he sees relevance for ComEd’s situation in his view that 89

“the credit rating outlook of the industry [is] strong and supportive 90

of the industry’s financial integrity” (at 4), and that ComEd’s 91

investment-grade credit ratings can be sustained with an authorized 92

return on equity of 9.60% (42); 93

 2) that “Credit analysts consider the regulatory treatment for 94

ComEd to be constructive and supportive of ComEd’s excellent 95

business risk profile and stable investment grade credit standing” 96

(at 12); and 97

 3)  that the solution to ComEd’s credit rating situation might be 98

“greater ring-fence protections of ComEd’s credit ratings from 99

those of its higher risk affiliated companies” (at 64).  100
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  Utilizing my past experience as a state utility commission chairman and 101

head of a major utility credit rating practice, I will explain the reasons why I 102

disagree with the positions put forward by these witnesses.  My testimony focuses 103

on the importance of credit ratings for all regulated utilities; the importance of 104

constructive utility regulation as an underpinning of strong credit quality; 105

consideration of how ComEd is currently viewed by the credit rating agencies; 106

and consideration of how the financial community views the utility regulatory 107

environment within Illinois.  108

III.  DISCUSSION 109

Q. You mention the importance of credit ratings to ComEd.  Can you provide an 110

overview of the credit rating process? 111

A. Yes.  Credit ratings reflect a credit rating agency’s independent judgment of the 112

general creditworthiness of an obligor or the creditworthiness of a specific debt 113

instrument.  While credit ratings are important to both debt and equity investors for 114

a variety of reasons, their most important purpose is to communicate to investors 115

the financial strength of a company or the underlying credit quality of a particular 116

debt security issued by that company.  Credit rating determinations are made 117

through a committee process involving individuals with knowledge of a company, 118

its industry, and its regulatory environment.  Corporate rating designations of 119

Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”) and Fitch basically have ‘AA’, ‘A’ and ‘BBB’ 120

category ratings within the investment-grade ratings sphere, with ‘BBB-’ as the 121
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lowest investment-grade rating and ‘BB+’ as the highest non-investment-grade 122

rating.  Comparable rating designations of Moody’s at the investment-grade 123

dividing line are ‘Baa3’ and ‘Ba1’, respectively.     124

Corporate credit ratings analysis considers both qualitative and quantitative 125

factors to assess the financial and business risks of fixed-income issuers.  A credit 126

rating is an indication of an issuer’s ability to service its debt, both principal and 127

interest, on a timely basis.  It also at times incorporates some consideration of 128

ultimate recovery of investment in case of default or insolvency.  Thus, the ratings 129

are also relevant to equity investors.  Ratings can also be used by contractual 130

counterparties to gauge both the short-term and longer-term health and viability of 131

a company. 132

Q. Can you provide a brief discussion on why credit ratings are important for 133

regulated utilities and their customers? 134

A. Yes.  It is a well-established fact that a utility’s credit ratings have a significant impact 135

as to whether that utility will be able to raise capital on a timely basis and upon 136

reasonable terms.  As respected economist Charles F. Phillips stated in his treatise on 137

utility regulation: 138

Bond ratings are important for at least four reasons: (1) they are used by 139

investors in determining the quality of debt investment; (2) they are used 140

in determining the breadth of the market, since some large institutional 141

investors are prohibited from investing in the lower grades; (3) they 142
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determine, in part, the cost of new debt, since both the interest 143

charges on new debt and the degree of difficulty in marketing new 144

issues tend to rise as the rating decreases; and (4) they have an 145

indirect bearing on the status of a utility’s stock and on its acceptance in 146

the market.1 [Emphasis supplied.] 147

Thus, a utility with strong credit ratings is not only able to access the capital 148

markets on a timely basis at reasonable rates, it also is able to share the benefit from 149

those attractive interest rate levels with customers since cost of capital gets factored 150

into utility rates.  Conversely, the lower a regulated utility’s credit rating, the more the 151

utility will have to pay to raise funds from debt and equity investors to carry out its 152

capital-intensive operations.  In turn, the ratemaking process factors the cost of capital 153

for both debt and equity into the rates that consumers are required to pay.  This is 154

especially true for a company like ComEd, with its ongoing significant capital 155

investment requirements needed to ensure continuing reliability and safety of service 156

to its customers.   157

Q. Please describe the qualitative factors used by the rating agencies. 158

A. The most important qualitative factors include regulation, management and 159

business strategy, and access to energy, gas and fuel supply with recovery of 160

associated costs. 161

1  Phillips, Charles F., Jr., The Regulation of Public Utilities, Arlington, Virginia: Public Utilities Reports, 
Inc., 1993, at p. 250.  See also Public Utilities Reports Guide: “Finance,” Public Utilities Reports, Inc., 
2004 at pp. 6-7 (“Generally, the higher the rating of the bond, the better the access to capital markets and 
the lower the interest to be paid.”). 
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Q. Would you also identify the key qualitative measures? 162

A. The three major rating agencies use several financial measures within their utility 163

financial analysis.  S&P currently highlights the following three ratios as its key 164

indicators: Funds from Operations to Debt (FFO/Debt), Debt to Earnings Before 165

Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (Debt/EBITDA), and Debt to 166

Capital (Debt/Capital).2167

Q. You have described regulation as a key component of the credit rating process, 168

in contrast to Mr. Thomas who testifies that analyzing regulation is so 169

subjective that it should not be a factor in this case.  Please explain your 170

thoughts on the importance of regulation within the credit rating process. 171

A. Regulation is a key factor in assessing the credit profile of a utility because a state 172

public utility commission determines rate levels (recoverable expenses including 173

depreciation and operations and maintenance, fuel cost recovery, and return on 174

investment) and the terms and conditions of service.175

Since the advent of restructuring in the 1990s, regulation has become an 176

even more important factor as the nature of a utility’s responsibilities in providing 177

energy services to customers has undergone dramatic change.  In some states, 178

industry restructuring was the result of plans formulated by the state legislature.  In 179

other states, the regulators, rather than the legislators, have determined the nature 180

and pace of restructuring, or whether it would occur at all.     181

2 S&P Research: “Criteria Methodology: Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix Expanded,” May 27, 2009. 
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This situation thus affects utility investors’ decisions because, before major 182

investors will be willing to put forward substantial sums of money, they will want 183

to gain comfort that regulators understand the economic requirements and the 184

financial and operational risks of a rapidly changing industry and that their 185

decision-making will be fair and will have a significant degree of predictability.   186

For these reasons, rating agencies look for the consistent application of 187

sound economic regulatory principles by utility regulators.  If a regulatory body 188

were to encourage a company to make investments based upon an expectation of 189

the opportunity to earn a reasonable return, and then did not apply regulatory 190

principles in a manner consistent with such expectations, investor interest in 191

providing funds to such utility would decline, debt ratings would likely suffer, and 192

the utility’s cost of capital would increase.  193

  In response to Mr. Thomas’s recommendation that regulatory climate 194

should be ignored in this case, I highlight my earlier statement that “credit ratings 195

reflect a credit rating agency’s independent judgment” about a utility’s financial 196

situation.  By their very nature, credit ratings are opinions, determined through a 197

process that is more art than science, by individuals expert in the many components 198

of the credit rating process.  Whether or not Mr. Thomas thinks it ought to be 199

ignored, one of the areas that agency experts do consider, and consider important, 200

is a supportive regulatory climate.  Indeed, I was called upon at Fitch to use my 201

expertise and experience as a chairman of a major state utility commission to help 202

evaluate how supportive regulation was in a particular jurisdiction. They say when 203
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someone agrees with you, your opinion is objective, but when they disagree, you 204

are being subjective.  An assessment of regulation, and whether that regulation is 205

supportive, is part and parcel of the credit rating process, certainly the most 206

important qualitative factor that is considered.  For the Commission to ignore it, as 207

Mr. Thomas suggests, would be a serious mistake. 208

Q. Have the recent financial and operational challenges facing all utility 209

managements increased the financial community’s focus on the actions of 210

utility regulators? 211

A. Yes, without a doubt.  The recent turmoil in the financial markets has tested the 212

financial standing of the utility sector like never before.  Liquidity, or access to 213

cash when needed, has always been a major issue for regulated utilities, but it has 214

leaped to the forefront of utility financial and operational concerns and has driven 215

structural decisions on the part of utility executives.3  For instance, while Moody’s 216

data now show an approximate 0.50% (50 basis points) difference between ‘A’ 217

rated utilities and ‘Baa’ rated utilities, during the midst of the recent financial crisis, 218

those spreads grew to almost 160 basis points, or more than three times the current 219

level.  And as Ms. Abbott described in her direct testimony (at 9-10), there is an 220

even greater spread between the lowest investment-grade corporate bond yields and 221

3  See, e.g., “Utilities’ Plans Hit by Credit Markets,” Wall Street Journal, October 1, 2008 (“Disruptions in 
credit markets are jolting the capital-hungry utility sector, forcing companies to delay new borrowing or to 
come up with different – and often more costly – ways of raising cash.”). 
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sub-investment-grade corporate bond yields, indicating the importance of a utility 222

maintaining investment-grade credit rating status.223

Thus, while “Regulation” has always garnered the attention of Wall Street, 224

years ago it seemed to be a focus only during the days leading up to a 225

commission’s rate case decision.  This began to change around the time that Fitch 226

hired me in 1993 to serve in the role of regulatory analyst and assess regulatory, 227

legislative and political factors that could affect a utility’s financial strength.  When 228

California announced its ultimately ill-fated restructuring plan in 1994, the entire 229

financial community took much greater notice of regulators and how they carried 230

out their responsibilities, not only with regard to rate-setting, but even more 231

importantly the manner in which they undertook to change the way the entire utility 232

industry had operated for over 100 years.  And of course the recent stresses within 233

the credit markets I referred to earlier with their huge financial repercussions have 234

increased the stakes substantially beyond regulators merely having to adjust their 235

policies to deal with flawed restructuring initiatives.   236

Q. Within this increasingly stressed environment, how is the Illinois Commerce 237

Commission viewed by the financial community?  238

A. This is a key question, because, contrary to the perceptions of both Intervenor 239

witnesses noted above, the Illinois regulatory environment is not perceived in as 240

favorable a light as they portray.  While it certainly has improved over the past 241

two years, serious concerns remain within the minds of the financial community. 242
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  Probably the most objective and respected commentator on regulatory 243

policy and activities is Regulatory Research Associates (“RRA”).  RRA currently 244

rates the Illinois regulatory environment (which goes beyond the Commission to 245

also include legislative and executive branch policies) as Below Average 2, with 246

Maryland the only state at the same level, and Connecticut the only state below 247

that level with a Below Average 3 ranking.  RRA’s position rebuts the positive 248

indications of Illinois regulatory climate put forward by Messrs. Thomas and 249

Gorman. 250

Q. But didn’t S&P recently raise its ranking of the Illinois regulatory environment, as 251

noted by Mr. Gorman? 252

A. Yes it has, moving the Illinois ranking from “least credit supportive” (the lowest ranking 253

shared with five other jurisdictions) to “less credit supportive” (shared with 15 other 254

states and above 4 jurisdictions in the lowest category), placing Illinois between 255

approximately the 10th and 40th percentile of rankings.  I note, however, a quote from 256

S&P that followed the Commission’s decision in the Ameren cases: 257

Earlier in 2010, Standard & Poor’s revised its assessment of the 258

Illinois regulation to ‘less credit supportive’ from ‘least credit 259

supportive’. The change reflected our view that this Illinois 260

regulatory climate had returned to stability in the legislative and 261

regulatory environment after the disruption experienced during the 262

state’s transition to competition. Our revised assessment was 263
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partially based on the thirteen constructive rate case orders from 264

2008 until the beginning of 2010. These developments clearly 265

pointed to a decreasing regulatory risk. However, in March 2010, 266

Ameren, received rate case orders for their electric and gas 267

businesses that we viewed as not conducive to credit quality.268

Recently, ComEd filed for a $396 million rate increase and some 269

of the issues that affected Ameren’s rate case outcome could 270

potentially negatively affect ComEd’s rate case order. The 271

Commission’s order is expected before June 2011.4 [Emphasis 272

supplied.]  273

Q. How would you describe the sentence you have highlighted in the quote from 274

S&P? 275

A. For lack of a better term, I would describe it as “rater’s remorse”, certainly a feeling I 276

experienced at times during my eight plus years at Fitch.  S&P took the action to raise 277

the Illinois ranking earlier this year, closely followed by the Ameren decisions, which 278

unfortunately were not consistent with the positive movement in the Illinois designation.  279

S&P appears to be waiting and watching to see if a similar “non-conducive to credit 280

quality” determination is made in this case.   281

  I note that ComEd witness Dr. Philip R. O'Connor, another former commission 282

chair,  has emphasized in his direct testimony (at 3) the types of “massive disallowances, 283

4 S&P Research Summary: “Commonwealth Edison Co.,” July 30, 2010. 
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totaling about $275 million for Staff [concerned with pension contributions and 284

incentive compensation] and about $400 million for AG-CUB [concerned with 285

severance]” that are not realistic nor in the public interest and not in accord with prior 286

Commission policies.  Such unpredictability removes from the regulatory framework 287

the stability and consistency that are crucial if investors are to be willing to entrust 288

substantial funds to the regulated utility sector in Illinois.  There must be faith that the 289

bases the Commission relies upon in its decision-making will not change from case to 290

case, in the absence of a legitimate, well-conceived, and clearly explained rationale.     291

  Similarly, Moody’s has noted that the Illinois “[r]egulatory environment has 292

improved but lingering concerns remain … [thus] Moody’s continues to score the 293

regulatory framework within Illinois as being below investment grade.”5  Clearly, the 294

conclusions of S&P and Moody’s are at odds with the positions Messrs. Thomas and 295

Gorman have put forward in this case.  Contrary to their views, supportive regulation 296

does make a difference for regulated utilities like ComEd; the decision in this case will 297

have an impact on both the perception of Illinois regulation and rating agency views of 298

ComEd; the Ameren decisions are directly relevant to this case, because there the 299

Commission departed from a rule of decision that was favorable to utilities that it had 300

adhered to in many recent cases (and the ratings agencies react very negatively to such 301

departures); and that Ms. Abbott was not being “alarmist” and too “non-specific” in her 302

direct testimony about the difficult situation ComEd is facing.     303

5 Moody’s Research Credit Opinion: “Commonwealth Edison Company,” August 26, 2010. 
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Q.  Would you explain in greater detail your reference to Ms. Abbott’s testimony and 304

how it should be viewed as invalidating what the Intervenors have argued? 305

A. Yes.  Ms. Abbott’s direct testimony emphasized the substantial capital needs facing the 306

U.S. economy generally and the electric utility industry specifically.  With capital 307

constrained within the unsettled U.S. economy, significant competition results with only 308

the most creditworthy utilities able to access all types of capital at anytime upon 309

reasonable terms.  For a utility like ComEd, with ratings near the bottom of the 310

investment-grade category (‘BBB’/’Baa3’), supportive regulation takes on even greater 311

importance – the exact opposite of Mr. Thomas’ encouragement to the Commission to 312

ignore how it is perceived by the financial community. 313

  Moreover, I disagree with Mr. Gorman’s ROE recommendation of 9.60%, 314

which he indicates would allow ComEd to maintain its current investment-grade credit 315

ratings.  I am not appearing in this proceeding as an ROE expert witness, but I can 316

comment upon how the rating agencies would view the 9.60% recommendation.  To put 317

that number in perspective, I have reviewed rate case data dating back to 1989 (when I 318

was serving on the Michigan PSC) through November 23, 2010 for those cases in which 319

an ROE was explicitly authorized – 552 cases.  Of those awards, only nine cases 320

(1.63%) were at or below the Gorman ROE recommendation of 9.60%.  I do not have to 321

have calculated ROE ranges in this case to know how negatively the rating agencies 322

would view such a result, and how precarious a situation ComEd would face going 323

forward with its borderline investment-grade rating status. 324
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Q. Both Messrs. Thomas and Gorman assert that the utility industry has come back 325

strong from the 2008 economic crisis with good access to capital for the sector.  326

Would you agree with that assessment? 327

A. Are things better for utilities today than in the recent past?  Of course they are.  Two 328

years ago a utility one step away from below investment-grade or junk bond status, as 329

ComEd resides now, would have been hard pressed to access capital when needed upon 330

reasonable terms.  For some, short-term financing was closed off completely and longer 331

term financing required secured or exotic structured transactions.  So the economic 332

climate is certainly stronger today.  But it would be a mistake to presume that a 333

‘BBB’/’Baa3’-rated ComEd is not concerned that any misstep, damaging storm, 334

negative regulatory decision, or other unforeseen event could drive its credit ratings to 335

below investment-grade status with serious financial ramifications for both investors and 336

ultimately customers, who would see significantly higher financing costs flowed into 337

their rates over time.  My over-arching advice to utility companies, investors and 338

regulators alike is that nothing should be taken for granted in the current investing 339

environment.    340

Q. Finally, Mr. Gorman encourages Commission consideration of ring-fencing 341

policies to support ComEd’s credit quality.  What do you think about his idea? 342

A. As explained above, every U.S. utility is now endeavoring to maintain ready capital 343

market access at reasonable cost, both on the debt and equity sides.  Springing 344

ring-fencing policies out of a traditional rate case would not make ComEd’s 345
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financing tasks any easier, especially on the equity side.  Rather it would 346

introduce an element of uncertainty within the minds of investors as to what new 347

regulatory policies might appear out of future Commission proceedings, related or 348

not.349

  Moreover, I must say I am surprised at Mr. Gorman’s claims about parent 350

Exelon’s influence on ComEd’s ratings.  While S&P does utilize a consolidated 351

methodology that groups a family of utilities at the same corporate rating level 352

(‘BBB’ for Exelon and ComEd), both Moody’s and Fitch look at each entity more 353

individually.  And when they do, both agencies rate Exelon’s issuer ratings higher 354

than they do ComEd’s, with Moody’s rating Exelon ‘Baa1’ and ComEd ‘Baa3’ 355

and Fitch rating Exelon ‘BBB+’ and ComEd ‘BBB-’, illustrating that Moody’s 356

and Fitch generally do not view Exelon as having – in Mr. Gorman’s words (at 357

64) – “higher financial risk characteristics.” 358

  In sum, if the aim is to maintain, and ultimately improve, the Company’s 359

financial standing and access to capital, the means to that end is through 360

supportive regulatory treatment of ComEd over a sustained period of time, not by 361

turning to peripheral issues that would serve to distract regulatory focus on the 362

key goal at hand.     363

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 364

A.  Yes.365


